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Can one see entanglement ?
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The human eye can detect optical signals containing only a few photons. Compared to man-made detectors,
the main characteristic of these biological detectors is a detection threshold. We show that this feature is not
a limiting factor for observing quantum entanglement in Bell-type experiments. In other words, entanglement
could in principle be seen ! Remarkably, quantum non-locality can be demonstrated without any further assump-
tions when the response function of the detector is close to astep function. For smoother response functions,
one needs the standard fair sampling assumption.

PACS numbers:

The human eye is an extraordinary light sensitive detector.
It can easily stand a comparison to today’s best man-made
detectors. Already back in the forties, experiments on the sen-
sibility of the human eye to very weak optical signals were
conducted [1], leading to the conclusion that rod photorecep-
tors can detect a very small number of photons, typically less
than 10 during an integration time of about 300ms. To date,
this prediction has been confirmed by many experiments [2].
Though most specialists still disagree on the exact number of
photons required to trigger a neural response, it seems to be
now commonly accepted that there is a threshold number of
incident photons, below which no neural signal is sent to the
brain. This assumption is supported by the good agreement
between theoretical models and experimental data from be-
havioral experiments. The mechanism of photon detection in
the eye contains basically three steps: first the photon is ab-
sorbed by the rod, which then amplifies the signal with some
very efficient chemical reactions; then some post-proceesing
(basically a thresholding) is performed [3]; finally a neural
signal is sent to the brain. It is believed that the role of this
threshold is to maintain a very low dark noise, in particular
to get rid of thermal noise originating from the optical cavity
itself [3].

In the context of quantum information, it is quite intrigu-
ing to ask wether one could perform Bell-type experiments in
which standard detectors are replaced by biological detectors.
The challenge could even be pushed one step further: could
one perform a Bell experiment with human eyes ? Could
quantum non-locality be demonstrated in this way ? Though
such an experiment would probably not lead to a better under-
standing of quantum non-locality itself, it would definitely be
fascinating !

As mentioned above, the main difference between man-
made photon counters and the human eye is the detection
threshold. To test wether a detector is able to detect single
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FIG. 1: Bell experiments with human detectors.

photons, one usually checks that the response of this detector
to very low intensities is linear. Indeed this is not the case
for the eye, which we therefore call a non-linear detector. In
this paper we report a preliminary theoretical study of Bell
tests with such non-linear detectors. Our goal is to providea
good understanding of Bell experiments with a model of de-
tector that captures the main characteristic of the human eye,
namely a detection threshold.

The presentation is organized as follows. First, we consider
perfect thresholds (no detection below the threshold and per-
fect detection above). We show that, even for a poissonian
source, the threshold is not a restriction for demonstrating
quantum non-locality; in other words, Bell inequalities can
be violated (in the strict sense) with such detectors. Next we
smoothen the threshold, in order to make the detector more
realistic. We show that, except for close to perfect thresholds,
one must then perform post-selection, as in (photonic) Bell
experiments with linear detectors, to obtain a violation ofa
Bell inequality.

General framework. Let us consider a typical Bell test sce-
nario. A source sends pairs of entangled particles (each pair
being in stateρ) to two distant observers, Alice and Bob,
who perform measurements on their respective particles. In
this paper we will focus on the case where Alice and Bob
choose between two different measurement settingsA1, A2

andB1, B2, each of these measurements giving a binary re-
sult α, β ∈ {+,−}. This simple situation is well character-
ized from the point of view of non-locality: there is only one
Bell inequality [4], the famous CHSH inequality [5], which
we will express here in the CH [6] form

CH ≡ P++(A1B1) + P++(A1B2) + P++(A2B1)

−P++(A2B2)− P+(A1)− P+(B1) ≤ 0 , (1)

whereP++(AiBj) is a shortcut forP (+ + |AiBj), the prob-
ability that α = β = + when Alice (Bob) has performed
measurementAi (Bj).

Perfect threshold. Now we bring the biological detector
into the picture. We start by assuming our detector has a
perfect threshold atN photons; optical signals containing at
leastN photons are always detected (note that our detector
is not photon number resolving), while signals with less than
N photons are never detected. In other words, the response
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function of our detector is simply a step function, the step oc-
curring atN photons.

First, it is clear that the number of emitted pairsM (during
the integration time of the detector) has to be larger or equal
than the thresholdN , otherwise the detectors will never fire.
To gain some intuition, let us start with the simplest situa-
tionM = N : the source emits exactly the threshold number
of pairs. In this case a detector clicks whenever all photons
take the same output of the polarizing beam splitter. Thus the
probabilities entering the CH inequality are simply given by

P+(Ai) = p+(Ai)
N , P++(AiBj) = p++(AiBj)

N , (2)

wherep++(AiBj) = tr([A+
i ⊗ B+

j ]ρ) is the quantum joint
probability for a single pair, and similarly for the marginal
probabilityp+(Ai).

It should be pointed out that, though the detectors are sup-
posed to be perfectly efficient, there are many inconclusive
events, because of the threshold. One may label these events
with a third outcome ”∅”. Since we consider only the outcome
”+” in the CH inequality, this third outcome can be grouped
with the outcome ”-”, such that our experiment still provides
binary outcomes (”+” or ”−, ∅ ”) [9]. Alternatively, one may
also discard inconclusive events, but we will come back to this
issue later.

Inserting probabilities (2) into the CH inequality, we com-
pute numerically the maximal amount of violation for pure en-
tangled states of two qubits|ψ〉 = cos θ|00〉+ sin θ|11〉. The
optimization is performed over the four measurement settings.
The results are presented in Fig. 2 (a), for different valuesof
the thresholdN . Surprisingly, the inequality can be violated
for anyN [10]. For large values ofN , this is quite aston-
ishing, since the probabilities (2) are very small; most events
do not lead to a click. Another astonishing feature, is that,
for increasing values ofN , the state that achieves the largest
violation is less and less entangled [11].

Next we compute the resistance to noise, defined as the
maximal amount (1 − w) of white noise that can be added to
the state|ψ〉 such that the global stateρ = w|ψ〉〈ψ|+(1−w)11

4
still violates the Bell inequality. The optimization is per-
formed as above. We find that the more entangled the state
is, the more robust it is, though forN ≥ 2 the maximal viola-
tion is never obtained for the maximally entangled state (see
Fig. 2). So the close relation that exists, in the standard case
N = 1, between the amount of violation and the resistance
to noise, does not hold here anymore [12]. Indeed, in the per-
spective of experiments, the resistance to noise is the relevant
figure of merit.

Now let us consider the case where the source emitsM ≥
N entangled pairs, and the detector is characterized by a re-
sponse functionΘ(x), wherex is the number of incident pho-
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FIG. 2: Violation of the CH inequality (a) and resistance to noise
w (b) versus the degree of entanglement of the state, for different
threshold valuesN . Remarkably the inequality is violated for any
value of the thresholdN .

tons. The probabilities (2) now read

P
(M)
+ =

∑

n++n
−
=M

Θ(n+)M !
p
n+

+

n+!

p
n
−

−
n−!

(3)

P
(M)
++ =

∑

P

nαβ=M

Θ(nA+)Θ(nB+)M !
∏

α,β=±

(

p
nαβ

αβ

nαβ !

)

where the indicesnα,β represent the numbers of pairs that
take the outputsα on Alice’s side andβ on Bob’s side, and
nA+ ≡ n++ + n+− while nB+ ≡ n++ + n−+.

For now, we still consider detectors with a perfect thresh-
old, i.e. Θ(x < N) = 0 andΘ(x ≥ N) = 1. Again,
the amount of violation of the CH inequality as well as the
resistance to noise can be computed numerically. We have
performed optimization forN ≤ 10 and found that the CH
inequality can still be violated but that the resistance to noise
decreases for increasing values ofM . In Fig. 3 we present
the results in a slightly different way: for a fixed number of
emitted pairs (M = 7), we compute the violation of CH and
the resistance to noise for different thresholdsN . The optimal
threshold is found to beN = ⌊M+1

2 ⌋. Note that if we had
photon counting detectors, then this threshold would simply
correspond to a majority vote: ifn+ ≥ n− then the result is
”+”, otherwise it is ”-”. It should also be pointed out that de-
tectors with thresholdN andM−N+1 are equivalent, which
can be seen by inverting the outputs ”+” and ”-” .

Next we consider a poissonian source. The probability of
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FIG. 3: Violation of the CH inequality (inset) and the resistance to
noisew (figure) versus the degree of entanglement of the state, for
different thresholdsN . The source emits a fixed number of pairs
M = 7. The optimal threshold,N = 4, corresponds to a majority
vote (see text).

emitting M pairs ispM = e−µ µ
M

M ! , whereµ is the mean
number of emitted pairs. Again we compute the probabil-
ities entering the CH inequality:P (µ)

+ =
∑

M pMP
(M)
+ ,

P
(µ)
++ =

∑

M pMP
(M)
++ , with P (M)

+ andP (M)
++ defined in equa-

tions (3). Again numerical optimizations show that the CH
inequality can be violated. Fig. 4 shows the results for a de-
tector with a perfect threshold atN = 5. The largest violation
is obtained forµ ≈ 9.05 ≈ 2N − 1, so basically when the
threshold corresponds to a majority vote on the mean number
of pairs (N ≈ µ+1

2 ). The resistance to noise has a very dif-
ferent dependance onµ (see Fig. 4). Smaller values ofµ are
more robust against noise. Intuitively this can be understood
as follows. The term withM = N pairs is the most robust
against noise, as discussed previously. For small values of
µ, more weight is given to this term (compared to terms with
more pairs), thus leading to a stronger resistance to noise.

Smooth threshold. We just showed that a threshold is not a
limiting factor for demonstrating quantum non-locality. How-
ever the response function of real biological detectors, such
as the human eye, is not a prefect threshold but a smooth
curve. Typically, for a number of photons near the threshold,
the efficiency is limited. We have checked that, for smooth
thresholds, the demonstration of quantum non-locality in the
strict sense is compromised, except if the response function
is close to a step function. Similarly to standard photonic ex-
periments, where the efficiencies are too low for closing the
famous detection loophole [7], one must add a further assump-
tion: the fair sampling assumption, which says that the statis-
tics obtained from the conclusive events only, fairly samples
the global statistic. This will allow us to discard inconclusive
events.

Post-selection. The fair sampling assumption allows
one to post-select only the conclusive events, i.e. when
both Alice’s and Bob’s detectors fire. In this case prob-
abilities must be renormalized such that̄P (αβ|ij) =
P (αβ|AiBj)/

∑

α,β=± P (αβ|AiBj). Since we post-select
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FIG. 4: Violation of CH (inset) and resistance to noisew (figure) ver-
sus the degree of entanglement of the state, for a poissoniansource.
The threshold is fixed toN = 5, while the mean number of emitted
pairsµ is varied.

coincidences, it is now more convenient to express the CHSH
inequality in its standard form (in which only correlation
terms appear)

S ≡ |E(A1, B1) + E(A1, B2) (4)

+E(A2, B1)− E(A2, B2)| ≤ L ,

whereE(Ai, Bj) =
∑

α,β=± αβP̄ (αβ|AiBj), andL is the
local bound (for a single pairL = 2).

We start again with the case where the source sends exactly
N pairs,N being the detector’s threshold. Let us stress that
the source is supposed to send multiple copies of the same
stateρ, as previously. For the singlet state (ρ = |ψ−〉〈ψ−|),
one has thatpψ

−

(αβ|~a~b) = (1−αβ~a ·~b)/4, the measurement
settings being represented by vectors on the Bloch sphere (~a,
~b). This leads to

E(N)(~a,~b) =
(1 − ~a ·~b)N − (1 + ~a ·~b)N
(1 − ~a ·~b)N + (1 + ~a ·~b)N

. (5)

These correlations are stronger than those of quantum physics,
for a single pair. This is a consequence of the post-selection
we performed. Inserting the correlators (5) into the CHSH
inequality, one gets an expression which is maximized by the
usual optimal settings, i.e.A1 = σz , A2 = σx, B1 = (σz +
σx)/

√
2 andB2 = (σz − σx)/

√
2. In this case one gets

S
(N)
ψ

−

= 4
(1 + 1/

√
2)N − (1− 1/

√
2)N

(1 + 1/
√
2)N + (1− 1/

√
2)N

. (6)

ForN ≥ 2, S(N)
ψ

−

exceeds the Tsirelson bound (2
√
2) [8]: for

example,S(2)
ψ

−

= 8
√
2/3 ≈ 3.77. In fact,S(N) tends to the

algebraic limit of CHSH,limN→∞ S
(N)
ψ

−

= 4.
Thus we find that the violation of CHSH for the singlet state

increases with the thresholdN . However, in order to conclude
for the presence of entanglement one has still to find the bound
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for separable states. ForN = 1 this bound is indeed equal to
the local limit of the inequality (lhv=2). In caseN ≥ 2, the
local bound will be increased because of the post-selection, as
intuition suggests. Next we compute this local bound, which
is indeed also a bound for any separable state of the formρ⊗N .

We proceed as follows. We perform a numerical optimiza-
tion over any local probability distribution for two binaryset-
tings on each side. This probability distribution is of the form
of N copies of a two-output probability distribution, because
of our hypothesis. The largest value ofS(N) is obtained for
the following probability distribution [13]:

p(α = β|ij) = 3

8
, p(α 6= β|ij) = 1

8
, if i = 1 or j = 1

p(α = β|ij) = 1

8
, p(α 6= β|ij) = 3

8
, if i = j = 2 , (7)

leading to the local bound

L(N) = 4

[

3N − 1

3N + 1

]

. (8)

One can check thatS(N)
ψ

−

> L(N) for anyN (see Fig. 5).
Remarkably, probability distribution (7) is obtained quan-

tum mechanically by performing the optimal measurements
(mentioned above) on the Werner state (ρw = w|ψ−〉〈ψ−| +
(1 − w)11/4) for w = 1√

2
, i.e. whenρw ceases to violate the

CHSH inequality. Thus the resistance to noise for the singlet
state, is independent ofN . In other words one can tolerate the
same amount of noise for any detection thresholdN .

Note however that the bound (8) is valid only under the as-
sumption that the source sends multiple copies of the same
stateρ. In case this assumption breaks, the local bound
reaches the algebraic limit of CHSH (lhv=4) [14], thus re-
moving any hope of demonstrating entanglement. We stress
that this was not the case for close to perfect thresholds; there
no assumption had to be made on the source; thus a violation
of the CH inequality implied the presence of entanglement.

Curiously no violation is obtained when the source sends
a fixed number of pairs larger than the threshold (M > N )
[15]. However for a poissonian source, CHSH can be violated
for small values ofµ, the mean number of emitted pairs (see
Fig. 5). This is quite intuitive since, ifµ << N , the term with
N pairs is dominant: its contribution is much larger than the
following terms (M > N ) [16]. Also, whenµ tends to zero,
the curveM = N is recovered.

Conclusion. Amazed by the performances of the human
eye, which can detect a few photons, we investigated wether
biological detectors might replace man-made detectors in
Bell-type experiments. We showed that the main character-
istic of these detectors, namely a detection threshold is not a
restriction for violating Bell inequalities. Thus entanglement
could in principle be seen !

The authors thank J.D. Bancal, V. Scarani and C. Simon for
discussions. We aknowledge financial support from the EU
project QAP (IST-FET FP6-015848) and Swiss NCCR Quan-
tum Photonics.
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FIG. 5: Violation of the CHSH inequality for different thresholdsN .
The local bound is a function ofN , but the resistance to noise for the
singlet state is independent ofN (see text). Violations are obtained
for a source emitting exactlyN pairs (solid blue lines) as well as for
a poissonian source withµ = 0.1 (dotted green lines). Note also that
the set of pure entangled states that violate CHSH becomes smaller
for increasingN . The settings are optimized for all states.
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